Removal of iron using an oxidation and ceramic microfiltration hybrid process for drinking water treatment
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Abstract

In this study, we investigated a hybrid oxidation/microfiltration (MF) process for the continuous treatment of water containing iron. Synthetic iron waters were continuously added to an aerated tank and filtered using a Kerasep ceramic membrane (Novasep, France) coupled to the aerated reactor. The iron removal and the filtration flux were measured for several parameters: pH and iron concentration of the feed solution and transmembrane pressure (TMP). The results obtained showed a very high iron removal whatever the conditions used, as well as a constant filtration flux versus time. It is suggested that the mechanisms of iron removal are related to steric rejection of the ferric hydroxide particles formed. The constant filtration flux suggested low membrane fouling which may be due to the large size of the ferric hydroxide particles. Dead-end filtration was also performed with acetate cellulose and polycarbonate membranes showing a strong effect of the membrane material. Finally, a groundwater from Gremda location (Sfax, Tunisia) was treated successfully since a quasi-constant permeate flux around 900 L/h·m² was obtained and a total iron removal was achieved.
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1. Introduction

The production of safe drinking water is one of the major concerns of the XXI century due to the increase of the world population and the water consumption per person [1]. Nowadays, groundwater is one of the main sources of drinking water throughout the world. This source of water is generally in anoxic condition, i.e. devoid of dissolved oxygen, and slightly acid due to the presence of dissolved carbon dioxide. Iron is one of the most abundant elements in the earth’s crust [2,3]. Consequently, due to the contact of water with rocks and minerals, groundwater is often highly concentrated in ferrous iron, at levels ranging from 0.5 to 50 mg·L⁻¹. On exposure to the atmosphere, the ferrous iron oxidizes to ferric iron, giving a reddish-brown color to the water. Iron may also be present in drinking water due to the use of iron coagulants or the corrosion of steel and iron pipes during water distribution. Iron doesn’t represent any danger for human health but could be responsible of unpleasantness taste, odour or colour as well as the development of microorganisms with serious consequences for the users, due to the growth of “iron bacteria” promoted by the oxidation of ferrous iron into ferric iron [2,3]. That is the reason why the World Health Organisation (WHO) rec-
omends that the concentration of ferrous iron in drinking water should not exceed 0.3 ppm [1].

Several operations are available to remove iron in water purification [5] amongst them: electro-coagulation [4], oxidation/filtration [5,6], ion exchange and water softening [7], adsorption on activated carbon and other filtration materials like ash and soil filter [8–11], biological treatment [12–14], and membrane processes [6,15,16].

The oxidation/filtration operation is traditionally used to remove iron from groundwater but admits several changes depending on the initial iron concentration. In this process, ferrous iron is oxidized into ferric iron which is precipitated into ferric hydroxide. Regarding the oxidation step, if the water exhibits an initial iron concentration typically higher than 5 mg-L⁻¹, then aeration is sufficient for oxidizing ferrous iron and the costs of chemical products are avoided [17]. In the opposite case, oxidation can be carried out using a solid phase such as greensand or birm [18], chemicals (potassium permanganate, hypochlorite…) or dissolved gas (oxygen, chlorine, ozone, …) [6,17]. The solid products of oxidation, especially the ferric hydroxide Fe(OH)₃, particles, are then filtered mainly using a sand filtration operation. However, this conventional process works if the total iron concentration is typically below 5 mg-L⁻¹ and in the absence of dissolved organic matter. For higher concentrations, excessive amounts of solids tend to shorten filtration cycles [6].

The oxidation of iron has been largely studied. Several authors [19,20] demonstrated that the presence of ferric hydroxide was responsible for a significant increase of the oxidation rate of the ferrous iron. Tufekci and Sarikaya [19] reported that the effect became noticeable at a concentration of Fe(III) higher than 5–10 mg-L⁻¹. This effect was used for iron removal in a lab-scale continuous flow aeration/sedimentation unit with or without recycling [21]. In addition to the pH and the ferric hydroxide concentration, the oxidation rate of ferrous iron into ferric iron, is dependent on iron and oxygen concentrations, temperature, organic matter and other ions present in the solution [17,20,22,23].

In order to improve the operation and remove high amounts of iron [12], several studies have been reported amongst them membrane technologies appear as a promising alternative to develop compact separation units able to produce high quality water from a wide range of raw water quality. However, ferric and ferrous ions are too small to be retained by nanofiltration (NF), ultrafiltration (UF) or microfiltration (MF) membranes; therefore iron based particles need to be formed before being filtrated. Iron based complexes can be obtained using chelating agents [24,25] or in the presence of humic acid [26]. For example, Lastra et al. [24] achieved complete rejection of iron (99–100%) by NF when acetic acid-based chelating agent (pentasodium diethylenetriaminepentaacetae (DTPA)) was used to form complexes with the metals present in solution (iron and manganese). Kabsch-Korbutowicz and Winnicki [26] used sulfonated polysulfone / polysulfone membrane UF to remove iron. In the absence of humic acid, the iron removal was found between 15.0 and 32.1%, depending of the initial iron concentration and the membrane used. The addition of humic acid increased highly the iron removal which was found between 90 and 100% at pH 7 and iron concentration between 1 and 20 mg-L⁻¹. The high iron removal was explained by the formation of iron-organic complexes which were retained by the membrane.

The main method to increase iron size before membrane filtration is the oxidation of iron to form ferric hydroxide particles. Several studies have reported hybrid membrane processes with MF or UF associated to oxidation obtained by biological treatment [14], sodium hypochlorite addition (prechlorination) [15,16], potassium permanganate addition [2] or air bubbling [6,27,28]. Prechlorination has been used in line with MF or UF for iron removal, in a crossflow mode or dead-end mode. For example, Choo et al. [15] removed iron and manganese from lake water using UF in-line with prechloridation. Two configurations were tested: crossflow UF with cellulose acetate fibers and stirred cell dead-end UF with regenerated cellulose membranes. Using the crossflow device, the iron removal was between 75 and 90%, even in the absence of prechloridation, while with the dead-end device, higher data were found, between 90 and 100%. In both configurations, fouling was expected to occur. Prechloridation was also used by Lin et al. [16] before dead-end polypropylene membranes. Iron oxidation was obtained by addition of sodium hypochlorite in a tank reactor. The suspension was then filtered using the dead-end set-up. The permeate flux was found to decrease strongly with time, indicating high fouling by the ferric hydroxide particles. A specific attention was paid to the mixing intensity in the feed reactor which decreased slightly the particles size and thus fouling. Besides, Chen et al. [28] investigated the removal of iron and manganese from groundwater by aeration, chlorine oxidation and MF at a water treatment plant in Taiwan. The raw waters were oxidized by chlorine and then filtered by hollow fiber polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) MF in a submerged filtration mode. The MF step was compared to the traditional greensand filtration. Both processes gave high iron removal (around 98–99%), however the MF process permitted stable operation with lower water consumption, as well as less manpower need and land equipment.

In other studies, the water was oxygenated by air bubbling before being filtered by UF or MF. Ellis et al. [6] removed iron and manganese from synthetic and natural waters by a process which combined oxidation by air bubbling and MF. Polyethersulfone MF membranes were used in a crossflow configuration, and the permeate and the retentate were circulated back to the feed tank in order to maintain the feed concentration constant. For both synthetic and natural waters, the iron removal was very high with iron concentration in the permeate below 0.1 mg-L⁻¹. The transmembrane pressure (TMP) was found to have a major role on flux decline, and thus on membrane fouling, which was higher at higher pressure.

Different process configurations can be identified whatever the mode of oxygenation, by chemical addition or air bubbling. In the first configuration, the treatment is discontinuous, the oxidation takes place separately, in a reactor for instance, and the ferric hydroxide suspension is then filtered by MF or UF [2], while in the second configuration, the treatment is continuous, the water to be filtered being continuously added to the reactor and treated by UF or MF.
coupled to the reactor [15,28]. In a third configuration, the reactor is coupled to UF or MF, the permeate and retentate being recycled in the reactor without continuous water addition [6,16,24]. For implementation at water treatment plant, the most interesting configuration is the second one, where the water to be treated is continuously added to an aerated reactor. Although, this configuration has been little studied in the literature and only at pilot plant [15,28].

This works intends to study a hybrid oxidation/MF process at lab scale using for the first time to our knowledge a ceramic membrane applied to the treatment of Tunisian groundwaters. In order to reach this purpose, a hybrid process has been developed combining oxidation in an aerated reactor coupled to MF in crossflow mode, the synthetic or natural water containing iron being continuously added to the reactor while the permeate was recovered. A tubular ceramic MF membrane due to its large inner diameter can prevent tube blocking. The effect of the operating parameters (pH, initial iron concentration, TMP) on the process performances (iron removal and permeate flux) has been studied. To investigate further the oxidation/MF process, filtration in dead-end mode was realized using polymeric membranes. The iron removal was measured and the membranes were observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Synthetic water and natural groundwater

The hybrid process for iron removal was firstly studied on synthetic water obtained by dissolution of iron (II) chloride (FeCl₂·4H₂O, purity ≥ 99.0%, Sigma Aldrich, France) in demineralized water. The pH of the solution was then adjusted using an aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide (NaOH, 0.1 mol·L⁻¹).

However, the presence of organic matter or other ions contained in natural waters may influence the iron oxidation and thus its removal from water. Thus, a natural groundwater from Gremda location (Tunisia) has been used in the last part of this work. The characteristics of the groundwater are summarized in Table 1. This groundwater has a low iron concentration (≈ 0.83 mg·L⁻¹), so iron (II) was added to reach a concentration of 10 mg·L⁻¹.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Natural groundwater</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pH (−)</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOC (mg·L⁻¹)</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Hardness (°F)</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium Hardness (°F)</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbidity (NTU)</td>
<td>3.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity (mS·cm⁻¹)</td>
<td>3.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Fe] (mg·L⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salinity (mg·L⁻¹)</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Cl⁻] (g·L⁻¹)</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Two pressure gauges were used, one at the inlet and the second at the outlet of the module, to set and control the TMP during the experiment. Additional feed solution was added continuously using a membrane pump (Quattroflow 150 S, Pall, France) in order to maintain the volume constant in the reactor. The retentate was recirculated at a crossflow velocity of 3.2 m·s⁻¹ using another membrane pump (Quattroflow 1000 S, Pall, France). The permeate flow was obtained by measuring the volume of liquid in a graduated cylinder with time.

The MF membrane was then regenerated. The washing was performed by flushing the membrane according to the following sequence: (1) rinsing with 3 L of deionized water, (2) 3 L glacial acetic acid (0.2 w/w %) at 40°C for 30 min (TMP = 1 bar), (3) 3 L of deionized water until neutrality, (4) 3 L sodium hydroxide (0.4 w/w %) at 40°C for 30 min (TMP = 1 bar) and (5) 3 L of deionized water until neutrality. Each experiment started with membrane rinsing and pure water permeability measurements to check the effectiveness of membrane regeneration.

2.2. Experimental set-up

The oxidation of ferrous iron was studied in two processes: (1) aeration in a batch reactor where samples were withdrawn to be filtered on small membranes in a dead-end configuration and (2) a hybrid process combining aeration in the reactor to the MF with recirculation of the retentate and continuous addition of water containing iron.

2.2.1. Aeration in batch reactor

The experimental set-up used for batch experiments is presented in Fig. 1a. The feed solution (synthetic or natural water) was oxidized in a 3 L double jacketed glass vessel. The reactor was also equipped with a pH probe in order to control and maintain the pH to the desired value by adding continuously NaOH (0.1 mol·L⁻¹). A pitched blade downflow turbine (PTD-45, 4 blades in stainless steel), associated with an overhead stirrer (RW 20, IKA-WERK, Germany), was used to ensure the homogeneity of the mixing and a high gas/liquid interfacial area. Compressed air was bubbled thanks to a circular pipe regularly drilled placed at the bottom of the reactor. As oxygen mass transfer is not the limiting step of iron(II) oxidation in the range of pH studied [17], the same stirring speed (400 rpm) and the same pressure of the compressed air (10 psi) were used for all the experiments. Experiments were carried out at ambient temperature (20–22°C).

2.2.2. Hybrid aeration/MF process

In the hybrid process, described in Fig. 1b, the oxidation was performed in the reactor as described above and the same operating conditions were applied. However, 10 min after the beginning of the experiment, the suspension was continuously pumped from the bottom of the reactor to the MF module. The MF membrane was a tubular Kerasep® ceramic membrane with a 7.63 10⁻⁵ m² active area, supplied by Novasep. The membrane characteristics are reported in Table 2. Two pressure gauges were used, one at the inlet and the second at the outlet of the module, to set and control the TMP during the experiment. Additional feed solution was added continuously using a membrane pump (Quattroflow 150 S, Pall, France) in order to maintain the volume constant in the reactor. The retentate was recirculated at a crossflow velocity of 3.2 m·s⁻¹ using another membrane pump (Quattroflow 1000 S, Pall, France). The permeate flow was obtained by measuring the volume of liquid in a graduated cylinder with time.
2.2.3. Dead-end filtration experiments

In addition to the hybrid process, some dead-end filtration experiments were realized with single-used membranes that were observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). These filtration experiments were done with a Swinnex filter holder, 47 mm supplied by Merck Millipore. The membrane diameter was 47 mm, and the active filtration area was 13.8 cm$^2$. Two types of membranes were investigated both with 0.2 µm pore size: Nucleopore track-etched polycarbonate membranes from Whatman and cellulose acetate membranes from Sartorius Stedim. Samples of 10 mL were taken in the aerated reactor every 10 min and filtered using the Swinnex holder. A new membrane was used for each filtration. In these experiments, the reactor was operated batchwise and the operating conditions were the following: initial iron concentration 10 mg·L$^{-1}$, pH 7, stirring speed 400 rpm and temperature 20–22°C.

The membranes were withdrawn from the filtration device and small pieces were cut for observation by SEM with a FEI Quanta 250 FEG microscope at the “Centre Technologie des Microstructures” (CTµ) from the University of Lyon 1 (Villeurbanne, France). The small piece of mem-

Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of the experimental setups: a) aeration in batch reactor; b) hybrid aeration/MF process.
brane was deposited on a flat steel holder and coated under vacuum by cathodic sputtering with 10 nm of copper. The samples were then observed under an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. In addition, to the visualization of membranes by SEM, the ferric hydroxide particle size was measured on a Malvern 3000 instrument (Malvern).

2.3. Process performances

This study intends to investigate the influence of pH, initial iron concentration, and TMP on the iron removal and the filtration flux using the hybrid process. The ranges of the operating conditions regarding each parameter are summarized in Table 3. The tangential velocity was kept constant in all experiments (equal to 3.2 m·s⁻¹), as this parameter has been reported to have an insignificant effect on the permeation flux during the iron removal by oxidation/MF [6]. In addition, the hybrid process was used for iron removal from a natural groundwater, in order to determine the effect of the presence of organic matter and other ions.

In order to assess the process performances, the iron concentration in permeate samples was measured according to the 1,10-phenanthroline method (French Standard AFNOR NF T 90-017): 10 mL samples were taken at regular time intervals and acidified with 100 µL of H₂SO₄ (4.5 mol·L⁻¹) to stop the oxidation and store the samples until their analysis at the end of the experiment. Then, 200 µL from an ammonium acetate buffer solution and 100 µL from a hydroxylamine hydrochloride aqueous solution (100 g·L⁻¹) were added to 5 mL of each sample, respectively, to maintain the pH of the samples between 3.5 and 5.5, and to reduce the dissolved ferric iron in ferrous iron. Finally, 200 µL from the 1,10-phenanthroline solution (5 g·L⁻¹) was added to the samples which were then stored in dark during 15 min. Finally, the iron concentration was measured using a UV-spectrophotometer (Cary 50 UV-Vis, Varian, France) at 510 nm wavelength.

The iron removal (%) was estimated using the following equation:

\[
\text{Iron removal} (%) = \frac{[Fe^{3+}]_0 - [Fe^{3+}]_p}{[Fe^{3+}]_0} \times 100
\]

with [Fe³⁺]₀, the initial iron concentration (mg·L⁻¹) and [Fe³⁺]ₚ, the iron concentration in the permeate (mg·L⁻¹).

In addition to the 1,10-phenanthroline method which measures ferrous iron concentration, inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) was used to measure the total iron concentration in permeate samples. The ICP-OES measurements were realized on an ACTIVA-M (HORIBA, France) instrument at the wavelength of 238.207 nm. Before the ICP-OES measurements, the samples were acidified with ultrapure nitric acid (Sigma Aldrich) at 5% v/v. The iron removal was estimated using a similar equation as Eq. (1) by changing [Fe⁴⁺] by [Fe]. The 1,10-phenanthroline method has a detection limit of 0.01 g·L⁻¹ (i.e., 10 mg·L⁻¹) and the ICP-OES method 0.2 mg·L⁻¹.

3. Results and discussion

As mentioned previously, the oxidation rate of ferrous iron is affected by several factors such as Fe(II) and oxygen concentration, pH, temperature, organic matter and other ions in solution. It is also accelerated in the presence of ferric hydroxide (catalytic effect) at ferrous iron concentration above 5 mg·L⁻¹ [17,19]. Oxygen is used to oxidize ferrous iron into ferric iron according to Eq. (2), ferric iron is then precipitated into ferric hydroxide, Eq. (3), which is eliminated by filtration:

\[
4Fe^{2+} + O_2 + 4H_+O^– \rightarrow 4Fe^{3+} + 6H_2O
\]

\[
4Fe^{3+} + 12OH^– \rightarrow 4Fe(OH)_3
\]

The kinetics of ferrous iron oxidation is given by Eq. (4) [17,20,22,23]:

\[
\eta_{Fe^{2+}} = k[Fe^{2+}][OH^–][O_2]
\]

where the kinetic constant K depends strongly on the ionic strength and on the dissolved counteranions [17].

3.1. Influence of the initial iron concentration

The influence of the initial iron concentration, ranging from 5 to 15 mg·L⁻¹, has been studied on the iron removal and the filtration flux using the hybrid process (Fig. 1b). The results, reported on Figs. 2 and 3, have been achieved with synthetic water, at pH 7, a temperature of 20–22°C and using a TMP of 0.6 bar.
Whatever the initial concentration, the precipitation occurred within the initial period of aeration and before starting the suspension circulation in the filtration loop.

Fig. 2 highlights that the iron removal was very high and close to 100% after 35 min of filtration at the lower initial concentration and quite immediately at higher initial concentrations. It is suggested that the mechanism of iron removal is mainly related to the steric rejection of the ferric hydroxide particles formed. The high iron removal may be attributed to the rapid kinetics of iron oxidation at pH = 7. Indeed, at higher iron concentration, a higher amount of iron hydroxide was formed which increased the kinetics of the oxidation reaction. The autocatalytic behaviour of ferric hydroxide has been reported by several authors [22,29]. For example, El Azher et al. [17] studied ferrous iron removal from drinking water using iron oxidation based on aeration in a split-rectangular airlift reactor. Their experimental data confirmed that an autocatalytic behaviour played a key role at high levels of ferrous iron, typically when the ferrous iron concentration was higher than 5 mg·L⁻¹. Besides, Tufekci and Sarikaya [19] demonstrated that the catalytic effect of ferric hydroxide sludge on the oxidation of ferrous iron by aeration increased with increasing sludge age (for a period of 0 to 10 d). An additional effect may be the binding of Fe(OH)₃ particles to the membrane alumina support, which is also higher if the particle concentration is higher, i.e. when higher ferrous concentrations are used. The binding of ferric hydroxide has been reported previously, i.e. by Hlavay et Polyák [30] who prepared iron hydroxide-coated alumina adsorbent by in situ precipitation of iron hydroxide on the surface of activated Al₂O₃ as a support material.

High iron removal is in agreement with previous results from the literature obtained using membrane hybrid processes such as those of Choo et al. [15] and Zogo et al. [2]. Choo et al. [15] used crossflow UF in conjunction with in-line prechlorination [15] with 100 kDa UF cellulose acetate hollow fibers (Aquasource, France) with an effective area of 0.035 m². Iron removal was found between 66 and 92%, with and without prechlorination, being slightly dependent on the initial iron concentration. The high removal of iron without prechlorination was attributed to the oxidation of ferrous iron to ferric iron by dissolved oxygen and the subsequent formation of ferric hydroxide precipitates which were rejected by UF. Higher iron removal (between 97 and 100%) was obtained with dead-end UF with and without prechlorination. In that case, the filtration experiments were performed using a stirred cell with an effective filtration area of 28.7 cm². Zogo et al. [2] also reported complete removal of iron from surface water using pre-oxidation with potassium permanganate followed by filtration using a 0.22 µm pore size filter paper (Whatman).

The influence of the initial iron concentration on the filtration flux is reported in Fig. 3. The results obtained show that the filtration flux stayed almost constant whatever the initial iron concentration. However, the flux was slightly lower at the iron concentration of 15 mg·L⁻¹. The absence of permeate flux decline indicates low membrane fouling by the ferric iron particles. The low pressure applied (below 1 bar) may correspond to conditions below the critical flux (Whatman).

Low membrane fouling by ferric hydroxide has been reported previously. In a study related to natural organic removal from a drinking water source by an integrated iron oxide adsorption / UF process, Lee et al. [32] showed that the addition of iron oxide particles to stirred-cell UF improved both natural organic matter (NOM) removal and membrane flux, even at high iron oxide particles concentration up to 500 mg·L⁻¹. This was attributed to the fact that a large amount of iron oxide particles contributed to the adsorption removal of NOM and subsequent fouling reduction.

Fig. 2. Influence of the initial iron concentration on the variation of iron removal with time, hybrid process, pH = 7, TMP = 0.6 bar; t = 0 corresponds to the beginning of the filtration.

Fig. 3. Effect of the initial iron concentration on the variation of the filtration flux with time, hybrid process, pH = 7, TMP = 0.6 bar.
3.2. Influence of pH

The second operating parameter influencing the oxidation rate of ferrous iron into ferric iron is the pH. To investigate its effect on iron removal using the hybrid process, the pH of the feed water was maintained between 6.8 and 7.2. Results, presented on Fig. 4, were obtained using the hybrid membrane process and an initial iron concentration of 10 mg·L⁻¹. Fig. 4 clearly shows that the pH had no significant influence on the iron removal, which stayed close to 100% during the experiments. Besides, it has been established by several authors that at higher pH, the kinetics of ferrous iron oxidation increases [17,20,22,23], as expected from Eq. (4). Therefore, the results obtained with the hybrid process suggest that despite the increase in ferric hydroxide concentration at higher pH, the efficiency of the hybrid membrane process stayed very high and all ferric hydroxide particles were retained by the membrane.

In addition, the filtration flux stayed almost constant with time (Fig. 5) at the different pH values. The absence of flux decline versus time suggests that membrane fouling was low, despite the higher amount of ferric hydroxide particles present in the feed. In addition, Fig. 5 shows that the increase of the pH value, from 6.8 to 7.2, induced a slight decrease of the permeate flux from 300 to 250 L·h⁻¹·m⁻². This may suggest that a higher concentration of ferric hydroxide particles in the filtration loop, at pH 7.2, decreased slightly the filtration flux.

3.3. Influence of the transmembrane pressure

The influence of the TMP on the process performances was evaluated in terms of iron removal and filtration flux. The results obtained are reported on Figs. 6 and 7. Three TMP have been compared: 0.6, 1 and 3 bar. These pressures were obtained by closing more or less the valve added in the loop after the membrane module. The experiments were carried out on the hybrid process, the retentate being recirculated in the reactor and the permeate recovered.

Fig. 6 highlights that the iron removal was independent of pressure and was close to 100% from the first minutes of treatment for TMP between 0.6 and 3 bar. In addition, Fig. 7 shows that the permeate flux remained constant with
time which confirms that membrane fouling either at the membrane surface or inside the membrane pores was not significant. It can also be noted that the flux increased with TMP, being close to 750 L·h⁻¹·m⁻² at 1 bar. This corresponds to the treatment of 5 L in 50 min. Besides, Kerasep membranes (Novasep, France) are available at very high membrane surface, so it is expected that very high fluxes could be obtained for the treatment of drinking water at industrial scale with these large membrane areas.

Moreover, at a TMP of 3 bar, the high iron removal associated to low fouling suggests that relative high pressure could be used, which could be favourable to the treatment of large volumes of drinking water at high flux. Although, as reported generally, the TMP should have to be kept below a critical value to avoid membrane fouling during MF [31]. Using an oxidation/MF process, Ellis et al. [6] showed that at higher TMP, the permeation flux decreased more rapidly than at lower pressure, a relatively high and constant permeation flux being obtained at a pressure below 0.1 bar (10 kPa). Under this low pressure, the permeation flux was comparable to slow sand filtration flux at a similar pressure difference but with a much thinner filtering medium. These authors concluded to the advantages of the oxidation/MF system which could be more compact than a conventional slow sand filter.

3.4. Dead-end filtration experiments

To investigate further the removal of iron by aeration/MF, samples were taken in the aerated reactor (Fig. 1a) and filtered with polycarbonate or acetate cellulose membranes using the Swinnex filter holder. Both membranes were then observed by SEM, as shown in Fig. 8a and 8b, respectively for the polycarbonate and cellulose acetate membranes. The ferric hydroxide particles deposited on the membrane

![SEM pictures](image_url)
surface appeared as very small particles (around 50–100 nm in size) agglomerated in larger particles. These large agglomerates were found to have very different sizes.

Besides, samples were taken in the feed reactor after 1 h of aeration and the particle size distribution was measured with the Malvern 3000 instrument. A typical graph is shown in Fig. 9. The particle size was very dispersed, from some microns to 100 μm. In Fig. 9, the mean size (d₅₀) was found around 20 μm, while d₉₀ and d₁₀ were respectively 7 μm and 40 μm. The parameters d₅₀, d₉₀ and d₁₀ are respectively the particle size at 10, 50 and 90% of the volume density. The 0.2 μm pore size membranes should be then suitable for the removal of these large particles. This size of ferric hydroxide particles corresponds to previous results, which reported sizes between 1.5 and 50 μm [6]. Smaller particles size has also been reported between 2 and 15 μm [28]. Some authors also pointed out that the particles stopped growing within a few minutes [6,16].

In the hybrid aeration/MF process which was operated in crossflow, a constant filtration flux was obtained, suggesting low fouling. This could be attributed to the large size of the aggregates observed on the SEM images and measured on the Malvern instrument. Indeed, it is usually admitted that in crossflow MF small particles attach to the layer at the membrane surface much easier than larger particles [33]. This is due to the balance between the lift force and the drag force of the filtrate flow which determines the particle transport to the layer.

Besides, the total iron concentration was measured in the permeate by ICP-OES (Table 4). The iron concentration in the permeate was found constant after 10 min of filtration, therefore the reported values in Table 4 are the average of 5 or 6 measurements between 10 min and the end of the experiment (1 h). With the Nuclepore and the cellulose acetate membranes, the iron concentrations in the filtrate were higher than the ones obtained with the hybrid oxidation/ceramic MF membrane, both for the synthetic and natural waters.

In addition, lower iron removal was observed with the Nuclepore membrane than with the acetate membrane. This suggests an effect of the membrane material on iron removal.

The cellulose acetate membrane being more hydrophilic than the polysulphone membrane [34], the hydrophilic iron hydroxide particles may tend to attach more strongly to its surface. The removal of the iron hydroxide particles on the membrane surface may then become more important with the cellulose acetate membrane than with the polysulphone membrane. A similar effect was reported by [27] when comparing the performance of mixed cellulose ester hydrophilic membrane and polyvinylidene (PVDF) hydrophobic membrane for iron removal by oxidation/MF. The hydrophilic membrane gave a lower filtration flux as well as slightly higher removal efficiency than the hydrophobic membrane, both phenomena being explained by the more important layer formed on the hydrophilic membrane surface.

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iron removal (%)</th>
<th>Kerasep ceramic membrane</th>
<th>Cellulose acetate membrane</th>
<th>Nuclepore polycarbonate membrane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic water</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gremda groundwater</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Experimental conditions for the polymeric membranes: initial iron concentration 10 mg/L⁻¹, pH 7, feed volume 3 L. For the ceramic membrane, additional conditions are indicated in Table 3. The iron removal was obtained from ICP-OES measurements. The values are the average of 5–10 measurements at different time.*

#### 3.5. Treatment of the groundwater from Gremda (Tunisia)

In addition to synthetic waters, a natural groundwater from Gremda (Tunisia) was also treated with the aeration/MF process. First of all, the natural groundwater was characterized (Table 1). The natural groundwater contained a low total organic compound (TOC) around 5.3 mg/L⁻¹. The amount of iron (0.83 mg/L⁻¹) was slightly higher than the limit fixed by the WHO. For the experiment, ferric iron was added at a concentration of 10 mg/L⁻¹, to simulate natural groundwaters containing a high amount of iron. The other ions contained in the Gremda groundwater included Cl⁻, Ca²⁺, and CaCO₃⁻.

The results are compared to those obtained with the synthetic water regarding the iron removal and the filtration flux in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. The results show that the synthetic water and the natural groundwater had similar behaviour and that the iron removal was around 100% (Fig. 10). Besides, Fig. 11 shows that the filtration fluxes were similar for the synthetic and the natural waters and that in both cases the flux remained almost constant over time, suggesting low membrane fouling. This highlights that the presence of organic matter, at least at this low concentration, had no significant influence on the process performances for both iron removal and filtration flux. However, fouling was tested on a limited time scale (around 1 h) and the possibility of occurrence of fouling on longer times will have to be investigated.

Moreover, these results highlight that there is no significant influence from the other ions contained in the Gremda
groundwater on the process performance. Therefore, these results indicate that synthetic waters can be used to conduct lab-scale experiments to simulate natural groundwaters. This was already demonstrated by Ellis et al. [6] using natural and synthetic waters in an oxidation/MF process designed for iron and manganese removal. However, the Gremda groundwater treated in this study contained a low amount of NOM and further experiments should be conducted in order to better understand the effect of organic matter on iron removal and permeate flux. It is usually reported that NOM has a major effect on natural groundwater treatment and that ferric hydroxide particles can be an effective adsorbent for the removal of NOM [27,32].

4. Conclusion

Groundwater is a major source of water supply in Tunisia. However, it often contains high amounts of minerals like iron, mainly released by rocks. High iron concentrations are sources of several problems like bad taste, unpleasant colour as well as accelerated corrosion of pipes. In this study, we evaluated the performance of a hybrid membrane process for continuous iron removal. An aerated reactor, fed continuously by a synthetic iron solution, was coupled to a MF ceramic membrane, in a closed loop configuration. The effect of several parameters (pH, iron concentration, TMP) was investigated showing little effect on the iron removal and the filtration flux.

Removal of iron was found very high (around 99%) and the iron concentration in the permeate collected was below the limit fixed by the WHO (0.3 mg·L⁻¹). Besides, the filtration flux was nearly constant during the water treatment suggesting low membrane fouling. Similar results were obtained with the groundwater from Gremda (Tunisia) containing organic matter as well as other ions. The high retention of iron and the low fouling obtained with the hybrid process may be explained by the formation of large agglomerates of ferric hydroxide, that (i) are easily retained by the 0.2 µm membrane and (ii) induce low fouling in crossflow MF at relatively low pressure. Therefore, the ceramic membrane used in this study appears as a suitable alternative to other membranes previously tested for iron removal by oxidation/MF.

In the hybrid aeration/MF process, the water is continuously treated which is an advantage for implementation at large scale. The crossflow configuration is also an advantage as it reduces membrane fouling compared to dead-end filtration and results in the treatment of large volumes in a long term use. Compared to the traditional technology of air bubbling and sand filtration, the oxidation/MF process permits lower water consumption, less manpower need and land requirement, and better water quality, while its drawbacks are related to the higher costs in construction and operation [27]. Also, it has been demonstrated that the catalytic effect of ferric hydroxide sludge on the oxidation of ferrous iron by aeration increased with increasing sludge age (up to 10 d) which confirms the potential of continuous flow iron oxidation reactors with ferric sludge recycle [19]. Besides, iron oxide particles have been shown very effective in the removal of NOM from drinking water [32]. Iron bacteria which could be present in groundwaters are also reported to accelerate the Fe²⁺ oxidation and thus improve iron removal (this effect is used in biological iron removal plant [12] ). Thus, the implementation of the aeration/MF process at large scale seems to be an interesting alternative for the treatment of groundwater containing iron.
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